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Objectives
The Nuts and Bolts of QAPI

• Describe the Elements of QAPI and how each
works to achieve greater success

John Leon, RN, MPH

• Provide an example how nursing homes can
adopt QAPI principles into the “way they do
the work”
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Focus on Excellence

Staff Retention Basics

Statewide Retention Rates:
2016
• 48% CNA Retention
• 58% Nurse Retention
2017
• % CNA Retention
• % Nurse Retention

•
•
•
•

Hiring Practices
Orientation Practices
Peer Mentoring
Create a PIP team for Staff Retention

* FOE QOC Report
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Establish Your QAPI

The Five Elements of QAPI

• The ultimate goal is to create a personcentered environment for residents

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

• Thinking, making decisions, and taking action
at a system level is a prerequisite for QAPI
success
• QAPI affects how you approach your day to
day work

Design and Scope
Governance and Leadership
Feedback, Data Systems and Monitoring
PIPs (Performance Improvement Projects)
Systematic Analysis and Systemic Action
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Scope of QAPI Program

Values & Guiding Principles
• Describes an
organization’s beliefs
and philosophy
• Guides:

Outlines care areas and services that impact:
• Clinical care
• Quality of Life
• Resident Choice
• Care Coordination

– What the organization
does
– Why the organization
does it
– How the organization
does it

Describe how each area uses the QAPI
process to assess, monitor, and improve
performance over time
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Mission Statement

Vision
Statement

Mission

• A mission statement describes the purpose of an organization.
It guides the actions of the organization, spells out the overall
goal, and directs decision-making. It provides the framework
or context within which the company’s strategies are
formulated.

Vision
• A vision statement is sometimes called a “picture” of
your organization in the future; it is your inspiration
and the framework for your strategic planning.

• Example: ABC Nursing Home is the home of our residents.

Our staff will enhance the quality of life and the quality of
care in our community by nurturing individuality and choice.
We are committed to making a difference in our community
by being attentive to the needs of others, being respectful,
and opening our eyes to possibility and opportunity.

• Example: The vision of ABC Nursing Home is to create
an environment where residents and staff are valued
and respected.
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Developing a QAPI Plan
1. Develop the QAPI Plan Goals
a)
b)
c)

Should reflect the purpose, guiding principles and
scope identified in the QAPI program.
Should be reviewed (at least) annually
Should follow the SMART formula

2. Scope of QAPI Plan
a) Includes all areas of the organization
Addresses:
a) Quality of care
b) Quality of life
c) Resident choice

Developing a QAPI Plan
3. QAPI Governance and Leadership
a) Management and Board of Directors are responsible
and accountable for the QAPI Program and Plan
b) Provide time, training and resources for QAPI
c) Assess caregivers proficiency with process improvement

4. Feedback, Data Systems, Monitoring
a) Data from multiple sources
b) Analyze and interpret data
c) Use data to prioritize improvement efforts
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MDS Facility Level Report

Developing a QAPI Plan
5. Performance Improvement Projects (PIP)
a) Used to improve resident care or services
b) Team identifies, selects, and tests changes
c) Report outcomes to QAPI Committee

6. Systematic Analysis and Systemic Action
a) Watch for unintended consequences. Which may be
positive or negative.
b) Use a process that gets to the root cause rather than a
symptom of an issue
c) Monitor changes for effectiveness and sustainability
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PIP Team Tools
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PIP Team Tools
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PIP Team Tools

Developing a QAPI Plan
7. Communication
a) Include the who, how and when for sharing QAPI
progress

8. Evaluation
a) Have a process for routine assessments of QAPI
b) Describe the purpose of assessing QAPI performance
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What’s the Next Step

QAPI In Action
• Scenario One: NH received deficiency during annual
survey because of residents with unexplained weight
loss, weights and intake not properly documented. QA
team develops POC…
• Scenario Two: Your home has monthly QAPI to review
outcomes and discovered unexplained weight loss
among several residents. Your dietary rep indicated
several problem areas- QAPI team charters a PIP team
to explore problem and make recommendations...

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-Enrollment-andCertification/QAPI/Downloads/QAPIAtaGlance.pdf

Initiating PIPs

QAPI Program
• Monthly QAPI Meetings

• PIPs are initiated from reviewed data

– Medical Director attends each meeting
– Interdisciplinary
– Bring data from Casper Reports, PointClickCare,

– Monthly QAPI meetings
– Weekly Standard of Care Meetings
– Daily team meetings

• Weekly Standards of Care, “SOC” Meeting
– Facilitated by Director of Clinical Services
– Review data and determine PIPs

• PIPs can be complex or simple
• Analytics from an EHR system

• Daily Team Meetings
– Interdisciplinary team meets daily and reviews quality issues
– Information is pulled from reports and other data sources
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PIP Team

PIP Team
• Meeting Frequency

• Document RCA (Probable causes and scope of
problem)

– Monthly or weekly

• Facilitators

– Staff do not understand the importance of
maintaining skin integrity

– Leadership team
• Director of Nursing or Administrator)

• Interventions

• PIP Team Members

– Wound nurse providing staff education
– Plan to initiate wound physician onsite visits

– Charge Nurse, Direct care team members

• Review Data
– Create/Monitor Interventions & Outcomes
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Monitoring Interventions

Pressure Ulcer PIP

• Skin Assessments

Opportunity:
• Title: Pressure Ulcers
Category: Clinical
Indicators
• Author: Administrator Priority: Medium Type: PIP
• State Problem or Opportunity for Improvement:
• Triggering high on QM Rating – % of High-Risk Residents
with PU
• Supportive Data (Why do you believe this is a problem?)
• Current average is 10.2% compared to national average of
5.7% and the state average of 7.3%
• Start Date: 05/16/17
Target End Date: 11/12/17
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– Skin checks for residents at risk

• Education
– All staff attending in-service

• Support Surfaces
– Wound nurse making rounds

• Onsite wound physician
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QAPI Program – Sharing Progress
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Creating Success!
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Questions?
Comments?
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